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Abstract

Employment can still be problematic for many deaf workers, especially those who are
prelingually deaf. This article reports qualitative research regarding workplace behavior
expectations of deaf workers and their hearing employers.This piece focuses on the signed
responses ofthe participants(N = 24) rankingjob competencies.The results indicate a lack
of correspondence between the respondents and their employers.This article supports the
idea of rehabilitation counselors, employers and deaf employees utilizing Correspondence
Theory as a framework for ensuring successfuljob placements for prelingually deaf adults.
Keywords:deaf, employment, expectations. Correspondence Theory, qualitative research

There is agreement in the literature that people in the culturally Deaf
community as described by Padden and Humphries(2005) still experience
high levels of unemployment and underemployment (Allen, 1994;
Bannowsky, 1983; Boutin 6c Wilson, 2009; Johnson, 1993; Larisgoitia,
1997; Lauritsen, 1983; Long, Long,6c Ouelette, 1993; McCarthy, 1988;
Roessler,1997; Schein 6cDelk,1974). Historically,scholars have identified
a continuing need to educate vocational rehabilitation counselors on the
needs of the Deaf community (Allen, 1994; Lucas, Schiller 6c Benson,
2004; Smart, 2001). However, the majority of the research regarding
successful employment outcomes for people who are deaf has revolved
around identifying employer needs and expectations.

Two examples of common questions identified in literature (Hill 6c
Petty, 1995; Johnson, 1993; Rosengreen, Saladin 6c Hansmann, 2009;
Watson 6c Anderson, 1988) are: Can the employee meet their needs? Are
the employers willing to hire a person who is deaf? Such questions placed
the research focus at the front end of job placement activities and not
necessarily with the follow through. The current study is part of a body
of research (Rosengreen, Saladin 6c Hansmann, 2009), which not only
spotlights the expectations ofthe employers but also those ofthe employees.
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The quantitative piece showed a misnaatch of employer expectations with
those of the deaf employees.The purpose of this article is to further delve
into the quaUtative aspect of the research, discuss the emergence of Work
AdjustmentTheory(Scott,Dawis,England,8cLofquist,1960)and how the
correspondence section has shown prominence in successfuljob placements
for the people who are deaf.
Review ofLiterature

Workplace Adjustment Theory - What is It?
The Work Adjustment Theory (WAT) was developed by researchers
at the University of Minnesota while developing a framework for more
effective evaluations of vocational rehabilitation outcomes (Scott, Dawis,

England,8c Lofquist,1960).The results oftheir research included a theory
that described the relationship between an employee and their work
environment. It also provided a useful framework to analyze workplace
interactions from the perspectives of both employers and deaf workers.
Scott et al.(1960) provided a definition for the concept ofwork adjustment:
It is the adjustment of the individual to his world of
work. It includes the adjustment of the individual to
the variety ofenvironmental factors that surround him
in his work,his adjustment to changes in these factors
over periods of time, and his adjustment to his own
characteristics. Thus the adjustment of the individual
to his employer, his supervisor, his coworkers, as well
as to the demands of the job itself, his adjustment to
changing job market conditions, and his adjustment
to his own aptitudes, interests and temperament are
all encompassed in the concept of work adjustment.
(p.4)
The WAT was presented as a series of six work adjustment statements,
each of which is critical to long-term employment success; see Table 1:
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Table 1

Work Adjustment Statements

Category
1.Interaction

Statement

Work is conceptualized as an interaction
between an individual and a work environment

2.Task Performance and
Skills

3. Compensation and
Conditions

The work environment requires certain tasks
be performed,and the individual brings skills
to perform the tasks.

In exchange,the individual requires
compensation for work performance and
certain preferred conditions,such as,a safe and
comfortable place to work.
The environment and the individual must

4. Meet Each Other's

Requirements Correspondence

continue to meet each other's requirements for
the interaction to be maintained.The degree to

which the requirements of both are met may
be called correspondence.

5. Satisfaction with
Individual and Work
Environment

Work adjustment is the process of achieving
and maintaining correspondence.Work
adjustment is indicated by the satisfaction of
the individual with the work environment,and
by the satisfaction ofthe work environment

with the individual—^by the individual's
satisfactoriness.

Satisfaction and satisfactoriness result in

6.Tenure - Ongoing
employment

tenure,the principal indicator of work
adjustment.Tenure can be predicted from
the correspondence of an individual's work
personahty with the work environment.

Statements 1 through 3 are often addressed by vocational training,
government legislation and by vocational rehabilitation agencies through
the provision of case management services. Based on observations from
vocationalrehabilitation and deafnessliterature,WorkAdjustmentStatement

4 (Meeting Each Other's Requirements—Correspondence), is the most
problematic for deaf workers. Correspondence is based on the notion that
an individual and the environment relate in a mutually responsive context,
where the individual"seeks to achieve and maintain correspondence with the
environment"(Dawis 8c Lofquist,1990,p.54). Consistent with this model.
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once employed, a deaf worker is responsible for achieving correspondence
with his or her employer. Correspondence is further essential in order for
the deaf worker to maintain employment. Correspondence proposes that
both employer and employee must be satisfied with the relationship for a
placement to be successful. The discussions that follow describe numerous
obstacles deafworkers face in achieving correspondence with their employers,
which contributes to their inability to sustain employment. Vocational
rehabilitation services often focus on the hiring phase of employment, but
the retention phase warrants further attention.This is more likely to occur
through the achievement ofa state ofcorrespondence between deafworkers
and employers.
Method

Lincoln and Cuba (1985) as well as Onwuegbuzie (2002) supported
using a multi-method approach in research to further understand the
complexities around a given issue. According to Newman and Benz(1998),
using mixed methods serves to strengthen the information, and Fetter and
Gallivan (2004) reported that this type of methodology could lead to new
insights. Specifically in the area of deafness research, Bullis, Bull,Johnson
and Peters (1994) stated that mixed methods are vital to understanding
the complex environment experienced by deaf workers in the workplace.
Gathering numerical data helps identify the issues, while asking questions
in a quahtative format allows for greater in-depth understanding of the
issues (Borg & Gall, 1989). In this study, quantifiable results are reported
by Rosengreen, Saladin and Hansmann (2009) while qualitative results are
reported in this article.
Participants

The sample for this study was drawn from graduates who had undertaken
training and received case management services at the Australian College
for the Deaf(ACD). A letter of invitation to participate in the study was
mailed to 40 potential participants from the target population. Participants
responded by facsimile and teletype(TTY)to confirm their wiUingness to
participate in the study and arrange the appointment times. The response
rate to the letter was 60%. A final group of24 people agreed to participate
and attended the interviews (15 females and 9 males). The participants
(A=24) were adults with severe to profound, prelingual deafness who
had experienced long-term unemployment (12 months or more). The age
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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range of participants was from 19 to 53 years
All participants
used Australian Sign Language (Auslan) as their preferred mode of
communication and identified themselves as members of the culturally
Deafcommunity.
Materials and Data Collection

The interviews with the 24 deaf participants were recorded on videotape,
all of which required translation from sign language to written English.
The transcripts were analyzed using thematic analysis methods (Aronson,
1994)to identify emerging themes and patterns from responses.Though the
researcher had sign skills ample for professional and social settings, a highly
experienced sign language interpreter (Level III certification from the
National Accreditation Authority for Translators Sclnterpreters[NAATI])
was used to facilitate communication.In order to maintain consistency, the
same interpreter was used through out the process.

Upon completion ofthe questionnaire in Phase 1,prioritizing workplace
behaviors (Rosengreen, Saladin 6c Hansmann, 2009), the participants
took part in the interview phase.The response duration ranged from 15 to
60 minutes. Further consent was requested from the participants for the
responses to be videotaped for transcription and analysis purposes. The
following research question was presented to participants in Auslan and in
written English: Ofthe 25job competencies in the questionnaire^ please indicate
which wercy in your opinion, thefive most important

The interviews were recorded on videotape,translated to written English
and were analyzed using thematic analysis methods (Aronson, 1994) to
identify emerging themes and patterns. As common phrases and terms were
identified,they were grouped into themes and subthemes as they related to
workplace behaviors, perceptions and experiences.
Results

The results ofthe research question presented to each participant clearly
show their opinions as to what is important to them for employment
success (see Appendix A). From the analysis of the transcripts, two major
categorical themes emerged. These themes were classified as relating to
communication and task performance. Under "Communication," there
were three subthemes:(a) communication,(b)strategies,and (c)interpreter
Published
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access. While the "Task Performance"category listed (a) understanding job
requirements,(b) concentration,(c) respect employer,(d) punctuality and
(e) teamwork as subthemes (see Table 2).
Table 2.

List oflhemes Identified from Participant Responses
Ranking

Themes

Order

Number of

%Participants

Participants

who listed issue

Communication
1

Communication

24

100%

2

Strategies
Interpreter access

18

75%

7

29%

requirements

13

54%

4

Concentration

12

50%

5

11

46%

6

Respect employer
Punctuality

11

46%

7

Teamwork

8

33%

8

Task Performance
3

Understanding job

Discussion

Responses to the survey questions varied in style from a list of the top
five most important workplace behaviors to "stream of consciousness"-type
of responses in describing expectations and workplace experiences. Topics
of discussion during the interviews included the participants' employment
experiences, understanding and meeting expectations, and interacting with
supervisors, coworkers, and other deaf people in the workplace. For the
purposes ofanalysis and discussion,the eight themes from the first interview
question have been grouped under two headings: communication and task
performance.
Communication

An important part ofworkplace interaction is the ability to communicate
with coworkers and supervisors. While many deaf people prefer to
communicate in sign language, spoken language generally prevails in the
workplace. In many workplaces, it is common for a deaf person to be the
only person who uses sign language and as a result,communication presents
a serious obstacle. Communication issues related to isolation,understanding
directions, adapting to the environment, feelings of failure, limited types
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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ofjobs and limited upward mobility were all expressed by the participants,
as stated by Participant 17: "Communication is really one of the biggest
problems between hearing and the deafworld."

Communication was identified by 100% of the participants {N = 24) as
the most important issue in the workplace. They described the importance
of clear communication in their abilities to perform their jobs and meet
production expectations. One participant considered communication skills
as integral to effectivejob performance:"Lack ofcommunication can reduce
productivity and cost a deaf worker his or her job."

Reduced productivity encompasses many other aspects of the
relationship between worker and supervisor. Productivity depends not only
on understanding what "the boss" is talking about at any given time, but
also whether or not process instructions change as the day goes on,whether
expectations for the finished product are modified,or whether schedules may
change.Any number ofissues can arise during the working day that may not
be communicated to a deaf worker while others are aware of them through
normal conversation.This leaves the deaf person out of the communication
loop.The extra effort to ensure the deafperson has a full understanding ofthe
moment-by-moment environment is often not expended by their coworkers
and supervisors. Accordingly, frequent communication with supervisors
is essential in enabling workers to receive task-related instructions and
determine what is expected ofthem.
The use ofstrategies such as writing notes to communicate were described
as common practice by the majority of participants in the study. The belief
that having the supervisor write down new instructions or replying to a
new direction in writing would resolve the communication problems was
frequendy identified but best stated by Participant 14: "It's important to
have good communication,it's important to have good listening skills and if
you're not sure to ask them to repeat it again."

Repeating an instruction or writing it down may clarify things temporarily,
but does not mitigate the ongoing issue of events transpiring almost
literally behind the backs of many deaf workers. Moreover, the complexity
of instructions even for rather simple tasks does not often lend itself to
informal written directions. Hence,the deaf worker may be receiving only a
fraction of the instructions others are hearing, putting them at a continual
and distinct disadvantage. Another major challenge for workers with severe
Published by WestCollections: digitalcommons@wcsu, 2010
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to profound deafness is the prevalence of telephones in the workplace.
Although technologies are available to allow deaf people to communicate
with others via telephone such as the teletypewriter(TTY)or relay service,
the majority of telephone communication is conducted by voice. Two of
the participants identified the inability to communicate by telephone as a
serious limitation in the workplace. Participant 15 stated,"Well, it's hard,
communication, you cant hear the phone, you fail with the phone.Talking
with other people. Communicating is really hard."
This description introduces the notion of"failure"on the part ofthe deaf
person, which suggests an insurmountable deficit. Similar views regarding
problems caused by not being able to use telephones as part of their job
function were raised. Participant 18 emphasized this: "It doesn't suit me
using a phone. Communication at work when I'm at work communication
is almost impossible, it's easy in a factory but not suitable for office work;
they're not the same."

These observations reflect the participants' dissatisfaction with the
limited types of employment opportunities available to people who are
deaf, and with the implications they will not have access to "white-collar"
employment because they cannot use the telephone. Working in a factory
was seen as the only alternative, as daily conversation was performed in
person; envisioning employment in an office was not considered an option.
As noted by Wehman (2002), the type of employment available to people
affects their self-perception and the availabifity of financial resources. The
negative impact of the restricted employment options available to people
who are deaf was described by Participant 19:"I don't want the boss to go
'oh brother'on deaf. Need to improve their skills, don't want them to go'oh
brother,'you know we'll give him the same work all the time that's aU they
can do,that's no good."

Several participants also identified communication issues as a source of
embarrassment,distress and discomfort.Participant 14 said:"Depending on
the job,it's hard with communication; it can be very embarrassing."
Participant 11 discussed the use of sign language itself causing the deaf
person frequent embarrassment,and described being teased by a coworker:
"Sometimes when we're in the office and I'm signing with someone, and

other people stand around laughing at me. I get really embarrassed about
that.You know it doesn't matter. It's better to speak privately."
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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In addition to the sense of isolation many deaf participants described,
these embarrassing encounters contributed to the deaf persons sense of not
being engaged with other workers in everyday conversation. It is during
these proverbial "water cooler moments" that many critical work-related
issues are discussed, and the outsider (the deaf worker) is at an obvious
disadvantage.

Strategies

The need to be proactive was considered important as the responsibility
for establishing communication often falls upon the deaf person (Allen,
1989; Foster, 1987). The participants described ways they communicated
with others in the workplace in the absence of sign language interpreters.
Eighteen (75%) of the deaf participants described techniques they used
to facilitate communication, depending on the person they were trying to
communicate with.Methods included writing,using signs and gestures,lipreading,and asking people to repeat themselves.Some participants felt more
confident than others about communication skills. Participant 2 indicated
communication in the workplace was not always a problem for him and
described his strategy to resolve communication issues: "So sometimes
you have trouble with communication not always. Sometimes if you have
problems,you can write it down on paper."

Participants'use ofcommunication strategies was considered an effective
way to interact with people who did not understand sign language. Most
participants described having taken the initiative to communicate as
expressed by Participant 4:
Don't just pretend that you know; get paper out and
write. If they write and you don't understand you,
ask them please "If you can, change it to simple
English?" You need writing plus interpreter, both. So
communication, if you don't have an interpreter, then
you need to write it down.

Foster (1987) reported that familiarity with coworkers might improve
communication. Participant 12 demonstrated an attempt at breaking the
communication barrier caused by a coworker's lack of experience with deaf
people and actively tried to find ways to coach his coworker:
Published by WestCollections: digitalcommons@wcsu, 2010
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I only have a problem with this one person, everyone
else is fabulous. It's just this one person...so I'm trying
to solve this situation with this one person.I know it's
the first time he's come across a deaf person. I know
that I know it's hard for communication, but that's

what I'm trying to teach him. If I was hearing, I'd be
able to communicate really easily with him.I'm not,so
I'm trying to work out the best way to communicate
with him.

These comments demonstrate the participants'awareness of the need to
be proactive in communication facilitation with people who were hearing
(non-deaf) so they could fit into the workplace.
Interpreter Access

Sign language interpreters provide language support between deaf
workers and those who do not use sign language. This allows for twoway interaction between deaf workers, supervisors and management, and
provides access to important information.The ability to access interpreters to
facilitate communication was considered important by six ofthe participants.
However, interpreters are frequendy not available to support deaf people
in the workplace (Wheeler-Scruggs, 2003). To some extent this can be
attributed to the limited number of people who are trained and certified
to provide interpreting services, combined with the complex logistics of
providing interpreter services where and when deaf people need them.
Importandy, the participants perceived the cost of providing interpreters
in the workplace to be prohibitive by employers as stated by Participant 17:
"And sometimes with meetings the work can't always pay for an interpreter.
Ifit's a small company it's very hard,if it's a big company it's okay."
A company that is asked to pay for an interpreter often may not be
willing or financially able to make this investment as often as a deaf worker
may require. As a result, interpreters are likely only to be made available
for scheduled activities such as training, interviews with human resource

departments,or performance reviews.These types ofevents are important to
a deaf worker's job performance; however, the participants also considered
interpreters essential for less easily anticipated events such as meetings or
incidents that require conflict resolution. Workers are often required to
attend meetings with multiple attendees on short notice,which makes it very
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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difficult for people who communicate through sign language to participate.
The requirement to understand everything that is happening in meetings
was an important issue for Participant 19:"Must caU an interpreter to see
the meeting so you know what's going on, what people are talking about,
must."

This same participant believed that having an interpreter was critical to
his ability to understand the meeting circumstances and content. He saw
access to information via an interpreter as a very important element of his
workplace success, and without this knowledge he felt isolated and less able
to meet expectations. He expressed concern that employers would disregard
the needs of deaf workers:"Meetings are important, listening too because
you need to know what's going on,you need to learn what's happening. It's
a good idea you need to ask questions and you can only do that through an
interpreter."

This participant expressed gratitude for the opportunity to learn about
whatwas expected ofhim.In particular,he indicated sensitivity to the expense
incurred by the employer in having an interpreter come to the workplace.
This and other participants'observations suggested they believed requesting
an interpreter was a burden to employers that had to be factored into any
future requests for support.This suggests deafworkers use theirjudgment to
limit requests for interpreters, even when they may really need one.If deaf
workers cannot accurately determine what is expected of them using their
communication strategies alone,the resultant lack ofinformation increases

the risk of errors. The observation made by the worker that the employer
cannot continue to pay for interpreters has negative impHcations for future
interactions between the employer and this employee.A job-related mistake
resulting from miscommunication can lead to employment. However, the
presence ofan interpreter does not necessarily result in a successful outcome.

In the absence of interpreter support, deaf workers sometimes rely
on others in the workplace to provide communication assistance. Some
supervisors try to resolve problems without interpreters by facilitating
communication themselves or through other employees. The following
example describes an incident where conflict developed over a request for
assistance from a supervisor to help with a phone call. Participant 12 stated:

When I was working with [person x]I had a problem,
I needed help with my house, with the [government
Published by WestCollections: digitalcommons@wcsu, 2010
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department] I had a problem.I had a letter and I went
into the office to ask whether they wouldn't mind ringing

up for me,ringing the [government department].They
said,"Yes, okay." Then [she] said,"Okay, I'll bring an
interpreter in and I'll bring this other deaf person
that works there to interpret" and I said "No," and I
was really cranky and she threw the pen down and I
was really shocked. She was angry because I wouldn't
accept this other deaf person to interpret. I wanted a
professional interpreter to come in and do it.

This argument between the deaf worker and his supervisor has negative
consequences for both parties; the deafworker describes feeling angry about
the lack ofprivacy,and the supervisor was frustrated over what she considered
was a good faith effort to help the deaf worker. When the supervisor asked
the coworker to act as an "interpreter," this placed the deaf worker in a
situation where he was required to reveal private information to a fellow

employee who also had a hearing loss.The disclosure ofpersonal information
to a peer, who may have been a member of the same deaf social community,
represented an embarrassing infringement of his privacy.The supervisor may
have been acting in good faith but was unaware ofthe privacy concerns.
Task Performance

As shown in Table 2,the participants demonstrated a strong appreciation
for task performance, which involves the completion of assigned job
responsibilities to acceptable standards. Thirteen of the participants (54%)
commented on the importance ofunderstanding a task so they could"get the
job done"and thereby displayed a strong commitment to meeting employers'
expectations for productivity. Employed participants, in particular, showed
a clear understanding of the requirement to get the job done. Participant 8
exhibited a strong understanding ofemployer expectations and appropriate
levels of responsibility: "Most important is a good attitude and behavior,
concentrating at work, punctuality, reliable with your times, flexibility,
normal time,your clothes."

These characteristics would contribute positively to a worker sustaining
employment as they reflect a good understanding ofemployer expectations.
Participant 11 described a proactive technique developed to determine what
was expected of him and to meet workplace requirements:
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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People are still teaching me things, so I'm stiU trying
to be really determined and do my best. It's hard,really
hard....I've got to work it out myselfI can't keep going
to people and asking them all the time, because they
confuse me. So it's better if I can work things out
myself- to look at what needs to be done and plan
which needs to be done first because it's confusing.
While this statement demonstrates an understanding of the need to
accomplish the work at hand, it also illustrates the difficult position the
worker faced,his feelings ofloneliness,and his singular sense ofresponsibility
in determining what needed to be done without outside help.

The following participant is clearly motivated to meet his workplace's
production requirements. He further described a link between meeting the
employer's goals and his own financial success. If he did not meet these
expectations, he knew he could lose his job:

The boss needs like it's important to hurry up with your
work don't,you know ifthe boss says come on hurry up
to meet deadlines, and I go yeah okay yeah and don't
just worry about it or go slow,it's no good productivity
slow - so it's no good my wages will be slow then. So
it's good for me to get more money to work harder and
faster and keep the boss happy because otherwise my
wages will be lower and if I say,"How come?"he'll go,
"Oh well, you know your work's too slow" and then
maybe he'U put me off.

Participant 5 also recognized the employer's expectation that a worker
appear proactive and productive, and understood the importance of
productivity:"...self-starting is important too because you know it's no good
standing around waiting for the boss telling you what to do.It's much better
for you to know and just go and do what you need to do."
Concentration

The importance of concentration while working was emphasized by 12
(50%) of the participants. A good understanding of employer expectations
and appropriate levels of responsibility in the workplace was demonstrated
Published by WestCollections: digitalcommons@wcsu, 2010
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in participant statements. Participant 2 stated,"It's very important because
you're working with electricity so you really have to concentrate and
sometimes I've been dreaming and had an electric shock. So I got into big
trouble with boss and they explained that to me,you can't do that and you
really have to concentrate in that area on everything and you can't talk to
other people,when you've finished work you can."

Participant 3 also stated,"If they say to do this and this and this, you've
got to try and remember what they've asked you to do and do it that way
and work in a team."Participant 6 further said,"Concentrating at work like
if you're at work and you're on a computer you've got to concentrate on your
work."

These participants emphasized the need to concentrate on their work
and a desire to meet their employers'expectations.These concerns reflected
an intrinsic motivation to keep their jobs. The emphasis on concentration

can be attributed in part to the communication difficulties deaf workers
encounter in the workplace. Participant 12 considered it very important
to understand the instructions he received from his supervisor, and spent
additional time clarifying the information. He said:
Then I need to ask him to repeat it he'll repeat it a

couple of times until I understand and then maybe I
still don't know what to do if he's written it down. I

need to really check up with him repeating a few times
maybe two or three times then I can finish it quickly.
If he just tells me once and shoots through and then
I'll go oh you know.That makes me cranky because I
don't understand and I need him to tell me again.That
way it's easier for me,it's better. If he doesn't do that,
then I don't know what to do.Then the boss will get
cranky with me because I didn't do it properly,and that
happens.
The need to concentrate on communication until the information is clear

requires considerable effort on the deafworker's part.This places additional
strain on the worker and,at times,is a cause offrustration and dissatisfaction.

One ofthe possible consequences of not concentrating on work tasks is that
workers make mistakes that can lead to conflicts. The workers demonstrate

an awareness of the need to focus on their employment tasks, a willingness
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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to meet expectations and to learn from any mistakes made,so they are not
repeated. Participant 10 said:

If you make a mistake and the boss says you made a
mistake you have to accept it and that if he says you
need to concentrate on your work you need to accept
that too."Yes,I will. I will try to improve and I'll have
to be carehil and not make mistakes and that's good."

In addition to concentrating for the sake of meeting production
requirements, some workers described "concentrating" on their work as a
means to occupy themselves while they were among people with whom they
cannot communicate easily. Participant 13 stated,"Deaf people are good at
work but it's hard for deaf they can't communicate with the hearing so the
hearing just you get left out so you just concentrate on your work."
In this context, concentration can be seen as a coping mechanism used
by some deaf people to deal with lonehness in the workplace.The loneliness
experienced is likely to have negative consequences for deafworkers'the level
of"correspondence"orjob satisfaction.
Respectfor Employers

Participants were sensitive to the importance of meeting their employers'
expectations.They consistendy considered employers as persons ofauthority
with the power to hire or fire them. Several participants showed a distinct
willingness to meet their employer's needs.Participant 1 said:
So be good at what you're doing at the job respect the
job make sure ifI'm good to the boss you know maybe
he'll be good to me and you can't just say,"Oh look,"
you know bother the boss if you want to achieve your
goals.You've got to be good and then he'll be good back
to you so it works both ways.

Participant 8 further supported this: "If you make a mistake you should
tell the boss,that's important because they trust you and you know if you're
making mistakes and you don't admit it they won't trust you."

Published
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These participants believed in the value of reciprocity and building
trust with their employers. The participants, to facilitate communication
with employers, supervisors and their coworkers, used several approaches
to communicate with people, depending on the level of authority. This
demonstrates an awareness of workplace hierarchy and the importance

of finding a communication strategy that works; demonstrating how the
deaf person communicates one way with colleagues and another way with
supervisors. Participant 9 considered an understanding of the workplace
hierarchy as contributing to success:

Oh yeah it s important,yeah to know the bosses on the
top,to know who the boss is and then the other people
underneath. All the people working on underneath
they've aU got their own jobs to do and the boss's above
them and he'll he instructs them what to do,like you
go over there and do that and you go and work in that
area and you go over and work in that area, yeah that's
the boss's job.

In the following example, particular effort was made to ensure
communication was successful with the "big boss." For the purposes of
discussion and interpretation, the terms "employer" and "supervisor" have
different definitions. Participants directiy interacted with the employer or
"big boss"in only some situations,while the supervisor was usually considered
an intermediate to whom the workers reported to on a day-to-day basis as
stated by Participant 2:"With the big boss he doesn't understand so it's better
to tell him to write it down."

Participant 9, who drew a distinction between the employer and the
supervisor, demonstrated understanding the workplace hierarchy:
I never ask the boss,I ask the manager.I ask the leading
hand or his supervisor I don't go directly to the boss I
ask my superior, it's not up to me to go directly to the
big boss no,I can go to the superior,my superior,maybe
I need holidays or I'm sick or something I need to go
out somewhere or whatever, maybe my mother's died.

The same participant also showed a keen awareness about not going to
the "big boss"for anything:
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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If I'm at work and if I've got a problem I'll go and
ask not the big boss no, lower down a supervisor or
something I wiU ask,please I've got a problem could you
tell the interpreter to come.Please ask [the interpreter]
to come and then we can communicate. When [the

interpreter] comes, I'll come into the office, into the
room, and we'll talk about what happened, what the
problem was, but we'll talk about it all together and
that's all.I never go to the big boss about it,it's nothing
to do with him, no only my two supervisors I go to
them and then everything's fixed up okay better okay
thank you and then I can go back to work that's all.

Understanding the hierarchy of power and authority is important to
workplace success,as is recognizing employers'expectations.These statements
indicate some of the deaf workers are aware of these concepts and have a
willingness to act upon them.
Punctuality

The importance ofpunctuality was stated by 11(46%)ofthe participants.
While many participants recognized the importance of punctuality, in
some circumstances, the expectation of punctuahty appeared unattainable.
Participant 20 did not consider punctuality important,saying,"It's very hard
for people to arrive at the right time.I don't think it matters about arriving at
the right time.I think maybe that's low.I don't think that it's that important."
One participant knew his employer resented his unreliability, but blamed
his health, transportation problems,and even his alarm clock. Participant 11
seemed to make excuses for his inability to meet his employer's expectations
but did notseem to think he could do anything aboutit.This conflict will likely
result in the employer becoming frustrated and ultimately his employment
could be in jeopardy.He said:
I keep getting sick all the time and he's reaUy frustrated
with me. I keep going 'Yeah, yeah, I know, I know, I
know. I'm supposed to concentrate on work, but I
get busy with other things and also my alarm in my
bedroom doesn't work. It happens - I get sick, it just
Published by WestCollections: digitalcommons@wcsu, 2010
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happens. I don't know why, and sometimes I just go,
you know I'm really busy and everything and I go"Oh
God,I'm late."

Another notable aspect was that Participant 11 expressed a desire for
his circumstances to be better, showing an awareness of the problem but

seemingly being resigned that his tardiness was outside of his control. He
also did not seem very concerned with the possible consequences ofrepeated
lateness. Given the high priority employers place on dependability, a deaf
worker who is unaware of or unwilling to meet that expectation is likely to
have problems. If a worker considers punctuality to be unimportant, it is
unlikely he or she will be able to hold a job of any type.
Teamwork

A positive approach to working as a team is an important element of
workplace success (Endres, Schierhorn,6c Schierhorn, 2001). The concept
of working in a team and helping others was considered important by eight
(33%)ofthe participants.Interestingly,none ofthe unemployed participants
considered teamwork or helping others as important to workplace success.
Teamwork can be reflected in many types ofinteractions.Participant 11 saw
teamwork as a willingness to work together and to be flexible: "There are

no problems — look around if someone needs something they can come to
me or teaching me about the machinery. We share the work. We negotiate
together."

Another example of teamwork is illustrated when Participant 1 with
a higher level of English language literacy described how he provided
communication support to his coworker:
There was a person I was working with so this person
had really low literacy used to come to me and I'd
help them. But I could see this person was very good
working their hands but no good with their literacy
so it was no good with the written word. So when the
boss would write a long screed.It was too hard and I'd
say to the person,no that's okay I'd have a look at what
was written and I'd sign to them the important things
and then ifsomething I didn't understand I'd go to the
boss and make sure to clarify it.
https://repository.wcsu.edu/jadara/vol43/iss3/4
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However, not all workers described teamwork as important. Participant
5 described confusing communication experiences in the workplace and a
preference to work alone: "...I work by myself most of the time now and
Im responsible for myself. I don't work with other people anymore and that
suits me just fine." In workplaces where working alone is a less common
option,this coping strategy may not be practical.
Limitations

An important step in any research project is the identification of its
limitations. Therefore, the following Hmitations of this study should be
considered. First,the small size ofthe deaf participant group (iV=24) makes
generalization of the findings problematic. However, as Borg and GaU

(1989) observed,researchers often need to use small sample sizes,especially
when the overall population is small,such as,in the number ofworkers with

prelingual deafness. Second, the participants in this study were long-term
unemployed job-seekers with severe to profound deafness who received
the Disability Support Pensions from the Australian Federal Government

as their primary source of income. While their experiences provide some
insight into the workplace experiences of people with severe to profound
deafness, they cannot be generalized to aU people who are deaf or hard or
hearing.
Conclusion

The qualitative portion of this study clearly demonstrates the need for
Rehabilitation Counselors, employers and deaf employees to focus on
correspondence (Dawis 6c Lofquist, 1990; Lawson, 2002; Szymanski 6c
Parker, 2010). Correspondence occurs when the needs of both parties
are clearly understood by the other. This was demonstrated through the
participant's answers to the research question asking the participants to
identify the worker characteristics they considered to be most important.The
participants described worker characteristics from the Workplace Behaviour
Questionnaire (Rosengreen, Saladin 6c Hansmann, 2009) along with
additional observations from their own workplace experiences.The transcripts
revealed several priorities including the importance of task performance,
concentration, and teamwork. A major focus for the deaf participants was
on the need to establish clear communication with their supervisors and
coworkers in order to understand what was expected of them so they could
meet production expectations.
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APPENDIX A
TRANSCRIPT ANALYSIS
TableA.

Combined Results ofKeyworded Transcripts
Rank

Issues

A

B

Sub

C

D

Sub

Total

1

Communication

8

5

6

5

11

(24)

2

Strategies
Understanding

5

4

5

4

9

7

3

(13)
(9)
(10)

1

2

3

(18)
(13)

3

3

(6)

3

3

6

(12)

3

2

(5)

2

4

6

(11)

6

Respect
employer
Punctuality

5

1

1

4

5

7

Conflict

4

3

2

1

3

8

Equity with

3

2

(6)
(7)
(5)

2

3

5

(11)
(10)
(9)

4

2

(6)

2

1

3

(9)

3

the task
4

Concentration/
Focus

5

non-deaf
coworkers
9

Attitudes

towards deaf
workers
10

Teamwork

6

2

(8)

0

0

0

(8)

11

Financial

1

1

(2)

3

2

5

(7)

5

0

(5)

1

0

1

(6)

Compensation
12

Isolation
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